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This paper considers both impulsive and adaptive control of discrete time Markov processes. 
The first part deals with impulsive control with a long run average cost criterion. Under suitable 
assumptions the optimal impulsive strategies are characterized. In the second part, based on the 
impulsive control results obtained earlier, the optimal adaptive controller is constructed. With 
the use of so-called modified maximum likelihood estimation, value consistency is obtained. 
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Impulsive control as well as adaptive control are recently of growing interest. 
The control of Markov processes with the use of shifts which are costly has many 
practical applications like inventory control, cash management, etc. On the other 
hand very often we have to control an unknown process. Sometimes for some 
technical reasons we may assume that the process to be controlled depends on an 
unknown parameter and belongs to a family of processes with specified properties. 
Then we adapt control to the estimation of the unknown parameter. We simply use 
the control which is optimal. for our observation. The estimation procedure is 
repeated so as to obtain value consistency, i.e., the identity of the optimal value of 
the long run functional of the real process and the value obtained via adaptive control. 
The paper consists of two parts. The first is devoted to the study of discrete time 
impulsive control with a long run average cost criterion. The results obtained 
generalize paper [7]. The second part concerns adaptive control of impulsive models. 
Using the biased maximum likelihood estimation introduced by Kumar and Becker 
(for details as well as a survey of adaptive control see [4]), we adapt the results of 
paper [3] to the impulsive control case. 
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PART I: Discrete Time Impulsive Control with Long Run Average Cost 
1. Assumptions and definitions 
Let (E, ‘8) be a measurable space and X= (Q F,,, 0, x,, P,), fl =EN, a 
homogeneous Markov process with the values in E. 
Suppose at any Markov time 7 we have a possibility to shift, based on our 
information till 7, the current state x, of Markov process to state ,$E E. With such 
a shift, called an impulse, we associate the cost c(x, 5) 2 u > 0, where c is an 8 x 8 
measurable, bounded, real function. The impulsive strategy V = (Ti, 6) is the 
sequence of Markov times 7i and F,-measurable random variables &. It can be 
written in equivalent form as a sequence V= ( uo, u,, . . .) of functions 
ui : (E’+‘, z?“) + (E, $), 
ui(xo,...,xi)=xi ifTk(w)#i, k=l,Z ,..., (1) 
ui(xOv.. f 3 xi)=& ifTk(W)=iforkEN. 
The corresponding probability measure P” has the following property (see [7]): 
Let (yt) be the controlled property. Then 
yt(w)=x,(w) if fElTi, T,+~[~N, iE N, T~=O, 
Under control V the following cost is incurred: 
J,(V) = liE&f tC’E,Vg,( V) 
(3) 
(4) 
where 
t-1 
gt(‘)= C f(Yi)+ IiT X~,_;,C(X,,Yr,)='~lf(Ui)+ t Xu,fx,C(Xi, Ui) 
i=O i=l i=O i=O 
and f is an 8-measurable, nonnegative, bounded function. 
Our aim is to minimize J,(V), i.e., to find 
u(x) = itf J,( V). (5) 
To solve the optimal impulsive control problem we have to impose some additional 
assumptions. Depending on the form of cost and control we will consider three 
kinds of models and these are treated in the next sections. 
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2. Finite time impulses with separated cost 
Suppose the following two assumptions are satisfied: 
(Al) in a fixed time T at least one impulse should be given, 
(A2) the cost c(x, JJ) is separated, i.e., there exist nonnegative, bounded 8 measur- 
able functions c, d, c(x) 3 a > 0, such that c(x, v) = c(x) + d(y). 
From (Al) for each ie N, Ti+l-Ti G T, and in this section we restrict ourselves to 
such strategies. 
Put 
Let 
- I 
7-l 
hr=iyfJnL E, 2 f(Xi)+C(Xr)+d(X) (&T)-‘, (6) 
i=O 
7-l 
w~(x, t) = inf E, C (f(Xi)-AT)+ C(XT) . (7) 
r=zT-t i=O 
7* = inf{s 3 0: w,(x,, s) = c(xs)} = inf{s 3 0: x, E C,(s)} dzf DC, (8) 
where C,(s) = {x: wT(x, s) = c(x)}. 
Denote by V(Q-*, y) the strategy consisting of shifting to the deterministic point 
y at Markov times 
7, = r*, 
r* = 71 + 7* 0 e,, , 
Ti+l = Ti + T* o 8,. 
We have the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.1. Under the above assumptions u(x) = AT. For each 
wT(xE, 0) + d (x’) s E, the strategy V(T*, x&) is e optimal. Moreover 
lim_Fp t-‘gt( V(T*, x’)) S hr+ E P”c2.s. 
Corollary 2.1. If the transition operator P is Fellerian, i.e., for any h E 
Ph(x) Ef h(y)PAdy) E C, 
(9) 
XE satisfying 
(10) 
C, 
where C is the space of bounded continuous functions on E, and functions J; c, d E C, 
then w,(x, t) is x-continuous. Therefore tf E is compact, there exists x0 such that 
w=(x’, 0) + d(x’) = 0 and the strategy V(r*, x0) is optimal. 
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The proof of Theorem 2.1 as well as of Corollary 2.1 can be easily given with the 
use of techniques of paper [7]. The only new result is the convergence (10). Let us 
associate with the impulsive strategy V= (TV, 6) a pair of processes 
Z,=t-Ti fOrr~<t~Ti+l,~,=t-TifOrTi~t<Ti+l. 
For any 8 x R measurable function h define the operator P by 
Ph(x,z)=Ph(x,z+l)= 5 NY, z+ lPx(dY). E 
Then we obtain the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.1. For each ‘8 x R measurable, boundedfunction h and any impulsive control 
V= (Tip 6), 
M, = h(y,, 2,)~ C (P-l)h(yi, zi) 
i=O 
(11) 
is a P” martingale. 
Proof. It is enough to consider the Markov process 
x= x, 
[ I z, = t 
with the operator P and at times of impulses to shift z, to 0. Then the controlled 
trajectory has form 
Yl L-1 4 
and one can apply Lemma 1 of [7]. Invoking the stability theorem of Lobve [5, 
p. 531 we obtain 
lim t-‘M, = 0 P” a.e. (12) 
f-‘x 
Put h(x, z) = wT(x, z) and define 
ST(V)=g,(V)-th,+w,(y,,z,). 
Then, from Lemma 2.1, 
t-1 
(13) 
s:(v)= C [(P-l)wT(Yi, zi)+f(Yi)-hTl 
i=O 
+ f Xr,zst[WT(5iv 0) + d(50 + Ctx7,) - wT(xT,, Ti -Ti-l)I 
i=l 
+ w,(x, 0) + M,. (14) 
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But by the very definition of wT, 
w,(x, 0) + d(x) z 0, wT(x, s) G c(x) for s E [0, T] A N, 
(15) 
w,(x, s) c fiT.(x, s) -A7 +f(x) forsE[O, T-l]n N. 
Therefore (8), (12), (15) and (14), (13) imply 
lim_yp t-‘ST( V(T*, xE)) = lim “,“p t-‘g,( V(T*, x&)) - AT S E (16) 
which completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Remark 2.1. For the strategy V(T*, xE), (16) can be simply proved using only the 
law of large numbers. Nevertheless we introduced the procedure (1 l)-( 16) because 
it will be necessary in adaptive control. 
3. General case with separated cost 
In this section we will consider a more general impulsive control model where 
we delete the assumption (Al). Instead of it we impose the assumption 
(Bl) v XEE,TsB P(x, r) =Jrp(x, y)p(dy), where p( ., *) is 8 x 8 measurable, OS 
p(x, Y) s 1 and P(E)<=? 
and investigate the model with cost satisfying (A2). 
First we recall some ergodic results that can be found in Doob [l] on pages 
190-221. 
3.a. Review of ergodic results 
We will say that the so-called Doeblin condition is satisfied if there exists a finite 
measure cp, an integer k and 0 < E < 1 such that 
V/AEg p(A) =S E + ‘I(xeE Pk(x, A) c 1 -E. 
Corollary 3.1. Under (Bl) the Doeblin condition with cp = p, k = 1 and any E <2-’ 
is satisfied. 
Definition 3.1. A nonempty set AE ‘8 is called invariant if for any x E A, m E N, 
P”(x, A) = 1. If A does not contain any invariant set with measure q less than 
q(A), then A is called a minimal invariant set. 
We easily see that since the intersection of a pair of nondisjoint invariant sets is 
also invariant, then any two minimal invariant sets are disjoint or differ on a set of 
q-measure zero only. Moreover, if A is invariant then p(A) 3 E. Therefore the 
number of disjoint invariant sets, is not greater than q(E)/&. 
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In the sequel we will denote by A,, AZ,. . . , A, the maximal sequence of disjoint 
minimal invariant sets. We have the following: 
Lemma 3.1. There exists K > 0, 0 < p < 1 such that, for any x E E, n E N, 
Proof. See Theorem 5.6, p. 207 of [l]. 
Let 
.T(w)=inf 
1 
n: x,(e.r)E fi Aj 
j=l I 
be the first entry time to the ergodic classes lJi=i Aj. Then: 
Corollary 3.2. For x E E, 
K 
E,Ts- 
1 -p’ 
(17) 
(18) 
Proof. It suffices to notice that E,T = I:=, PX{ T > i} and, inductively, 
A set F such that for any x E E, lim,,, P”(x, F) = 0 is called transient. By Lemma 
3.1 and the definition of invariant set, for x E E, i = 1,2, . . . , s, there exists the limit 
lim P”(x, Ai) ef T(X, Ai). (19) 
“-CC 
Let us recall without proof: 
Theorem 3.1 (Doob [l, Theorem 5.71). If xE Ai, then for any BE 8, there exists the 
limit 
lim 1 i P”(x, B) ‘!Zf ,n(B). (20) 
n-m n m=l 
More generally, for any x E E, B E %, 
lim A i P”(x, B) = f: 7(x, Aj)jr(B) ““q(x, B). 
n+m n m=l j=I 
(21) 
Moreover, the limits (20) and (21) are uniform in x and B. Any invariant measure is 
a convex combination (i.e., linear combination with nonnegative coeficients, the sum 
of which is equal 1) of measures in. 
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The analysis of the proof of Theorem 3.1 shows that an even stronger result holds. 
Proposition 3.1. For any f E B (the set of all real, bounded, Bore1 functions on E), 
vi= vxcA, l,Z,...,s (22) 
is bounded. 
Now applying Corollary 3.2 to (22) we obtain: 
Theorem 3.2. If the Doeblin condition is satisjied, then, for f E B, 
u(x) = $, P”(f (x) - ii, ,g(f k%(x)) 
is a bounded function, and is a bounded solution of the Poisson equation: 
def 
Au(x) = Pv(x) -v(x) =f(x) - i ,v(f )x/,,(x). 
i=l 
(23) 
(24) 
Remark 3.1. The right hand side of the equation (24) should have the form of 
difference between f and its integral with respect to suitable invariant measure, 
since otherwise the integral with respect to any invariant measure would be nonzero, 
a contradiction with the left hand side. 
A detailed proof of Proposition 3.1 as well as Theorem 3.2 can be found in [6]. 
3.6. Characterization of optimal impulse strategies 
Let us introduce as in Section 2 the following notation: 
, 
x 7 { 
7-1 
A =infinf(E,T)-‘E, C f(xi)+c(xT)+d(x) 
i=O I 
w(x)=infE, 
7 I 
7-l 
C (f(xi)-A)+c(x,) . 
I i=O 
(25) 
(26) 
(It is understood that the terms on the right of the last two formulae for E,r = 00 
should read as lim inf of the terms with t A 7.) 
Moreover, let 
7* = inf{s 2 0: w(x,) = c(x,)} “zf DC where C = {x: w(x) = c(x)). (27) 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose the assumptions (Bl) and (A2) are satisjied. Then u(x) = A. 
If min{,7r(f ), i = 1,. . . , s} > A, then the strategy V(T*, x’), where w(xE) + d(x”) G E 
is e-optimal and 
lim sup t-‘g,( V(T*, x’)) G A + E P”a.s. (28) 
I-a3 
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In particular, if the operator P is Fellerian, c, d, f E C and E is compact, then there 
exists x0, w(x”) + d (x0) = 0 and the strategy V(T*, x0) is optimal. 
If ITliIl{irr(f), i= 1,2,. . . , s} = krr(f) = A, then the strategy to jump in any Markov 
time with finite expectation to any point of the set Ak and “to do nothing” is optimal. 
For this strategy we have equality in (28) with E = 0. 
Proof. We will use the Theorem 1 of [7] and the proof is similar to the one of 
Theorem 2 of [7]. Namely, let min{in(f ), i = 1, . . . , s}> A and x,,, T,, be such that 
Ex,{rJ<~, 
I 
T"/l 
A=!i_mn(Exn~n)-‘Ezn izof(xi)+c(x,)+d(x,) 
Then there are only two possibilities; either 
i0 EXnr, is bounded, therefore lim,,, w(x,) + d(x,) = 0 and by Theorem 7 of [7] 
the e-optimality of strategy V( T*, x’) ,follows, or 
2” E,_r, is unbounded and we may assume E,“r,, + co as n + co. 
Then using Theorem 3.2 we obtain 
b-1 
Exn{~(~7n) - v(xn)I = Ec, C (PV(Xi) - v(Xi)) 
i=O 
and therefore 
I 
T”-I S 
A = Fz J&z. C C Xx,sA, j n(f)+c(xJ+v(x,n)+d(xJ-v(x,) 
i=O j=1 
r”--l s 
C C XxieA,jn(f) (EXmr,)-l. i=T j=* 
I 
For k=argmin{jr(f),j=l,..., s}, using Corollary 3.2 we obtain 
which is a contradiction with min{ir(f ), i = 1, . . . , s}> A. The case min{irr(f), 
i=l,..., s} = A can be proved by an easy application of Theorem 1 of [7] and 
Theorem 3.1. 
To obtain the convergence (28) in both cases 1” and 2” we adopt the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 and apply Theorem 3.2. 
Remark 3.2. One can easily see that in Theorem 3.3 we can assume the Doeblin 
condition instead of (Bl), since in fact we only applied Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 
3.2. Nevertheless the form of the assumption (Bl) which, due to Corollary 3.1, 
guarantee the Doeblin condition to be satisfied, will be important later. 
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4. Impulsive control models with nonseparated cost 
The separability assumption (A2) imposed in the last two sections is restrictive. 
In many applications like inventory control we are in situations where the cost of 
the purchases depends on the amount of goods bought. This means that the cost 
C(X, y) should measure the difference y-x. 
Below we will consider two kinds of impulsive models. We will assume that 
neither (Al) nor (A2) need be satisfied. Instead we impose one of the following 
assumptions: 
(Cl) there exists a measure v on (E, 8) such that P(x, r) 3 Y(T) for x E E, r E ‘8 
and y(E)>O, or 
(C2) there exists a measure V’ on (E, %) such that P(x, r) c v’(T) for x E E, r E 8 
and v’(E) < 2. 
The last assumptions introduced in the general case by Gubenko and Shtatland 
[2] are sufficient to solve the Bellman equation associated with the long run control 
problem. To avoid any complications with the existence of selectors we assume: 
(C3) all shifts can be made only to a compact set U c E. Moreover, f~ C(E), 
c E C( E x U) and the transition semigroup P is Fellerian. 
Since we admit only one shift at each moment we impose the triangle assumption 
(C4) v xa.E,y,zt u c(x, Y) 6 0, z) + c(z, v). 
Remark 4.1. In the case of separated cost we need not assume (C4), since the 
optimal strategy does not have multiple instantaneous shifts. In fact, since x0 is 
the optimal shift, w(x”) + d(x’) = 0, and therefore w(x”) 5 0. If using the optimal 
strategy we shifted from x0, then we would have w(x”) = c(x”) z a > 0, which is a 
contradiction. 
The Bellman equation of the nonseparated cost problem has either the form 
1 
7-I 
W(X) =inf E, C (f(Xi)-A)+MW(X,) 
i=O I 
(29) 
where 
Mw(x) = jg [4x, 5) + w(5)1, (30) 
or 
w(x)= ft r:,f,x, rf(5> -A +&dx, 5) + w‘91. (31) 
Proposition 4.1. Under (C4) the equations (29) and (31) are equivalent, i.e. every 
bounded solution of the one equation is the solution of the other. If moreover (C3) 
and (Cl) or (C2) is satisfied, then there exist a constant A and a continuous bounded 
function w such that (29) and (31) hold. 
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Proof. First we have to establish the equivalence of the equations (29) and (31). 
The equation (29) can be written in the form 
w(x)=min{f(x)-h+Pw(x),$ c(x, t)+w([)}. (32) 
From the assumption (C4) we may replace w(t) in the last formula by f(t) -A -t 
Z%(t), and then we obtain the equations (31). 
Assume now that (Cl), (C3), (C4) are satisfied. 
Let 4(x, 5) =f(5)+xrz ,c(x, 5) and P’(x, A) = P(x, A) - v(A) for A E 8. We will 
show that there exists a bounded, continuous solution of the equation 
w(x) = Rw(x) dzf fE_y$x) [4(x, 5) + P’w(5)l. (33) 
We easily see that R is monotonically increasing. Moreover since 
Rw(x)=min[f(x)+P’w(x), ~~$f(S)+c(x,&)+P’w(~)] 
by (C3), the operator R transforms C into C. 
Let r be a constant. Then 
(34) 
R(w+r)=Rw+r(l-v(E)). 
Suppose wl, WEE C. Two situations are possible, namely: 
1” V(E) = 1, in which case 
Rw~~R(w~+~~w~-w,(~)=Rw~~R(w~+~~w~-w~~~)=Rw, 
(35) 
which means that there exists g E C such that for any w E C, Rw = g and in this 
case g is a solution of (33), or 
2” v(E) < 1, in which case 
Rw,sRw,+)Iw,-w,l((l-u(E)) 
which implies that R is a contraction. 
Summarizing, there exists a function w E C such that 
w(x) = Rw(x) = $$,, (f(5) - v(w) +X*&X, 5) + h(5)). (36) 
Therefore, A = V(W) and w are a solution of the Bellman equation. The case with 
assumption (C2) is treated similarly. We define the operator 
Rw(x) = I$ [4(x, 5) - P”W(5)l 
where P”(x, A) = v’(A) - P(x, A) and continue the considerations of the former 
case. For details see [2]. 
Remark 4.2. In the next theorem we will prove that A is defined uniquely. If under 
(Cl), v(E) < 1 or under (C2), u’(E) > 1, then the function w is defined uniquely 
up to constant. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let (C3), (C4) and (Cl) or (C2) be satisjed. Then u(x) =A. 7’he 
optimal strategy 6 = (i, 6) is dejned in the following way: 
i, = 7* dsf inf{s 5 0: w(x,) = Mw(x,)}, 
(37) 
~~=~,+r*~e;*,..., ;, = ;,_, + r* 0 0;,_, and & = 5(x;,) 
where 5 is a selector from the dejinition (30) of the operator M, i.e., Mw(x) = 
c(x, l(x)) + w(l(x)). Moreover 
lim sup t-‘g,( ?) = A P’a.s. (38) *-+cc 
Proof. We rely on an analog of Lemma 2.1. Namely, for any strategy V = (Ti, &), 
def 1-l 
1M, = W(Yt)- C (P-Z)W(Yi)- Yf x,~t[W(Si)-W(X~,)I-WW(X) 
i=O i=l 
is a P” martingale. 
Therefore, by comparison with the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
(39) 
1-l 
S,(v)=g,(v)-tA+w(Y,)= C [(P-z)w(Yi)+S(Yi)-hl 
i=O 
+ F XT,st[W(5i) + C(XT,, tii) - w(x~,)l+ W(X) + Mt 
i=l 
and from (33) and the convergence (12) we obtain 
lim inf t-‘&(V) 3 0 = lim t-‘$( Q) P” or P” a.s. 
t-m I+a 
(40) 
(41) 
which completes the proof. 
PART II: Impulsive Adaptive Control of Markov Processes 
5. Additional assumptions and formulation of the problem 
Suppose we have a family {Xm: LY E A} of Markov processes, where A is a finite 
set of parameters. Assume the real process which we observe is from the family 
{Xa, LY E A}, the real parameter being (Y’ E A, say. We do not know the value LY’. 
Instead, at every time t the whole trajectory of the process until t is known. According 
to our observation we estimate the unknown parameter and the control process Xmo 
so as to minimize the functional (1.4). 
Thus the problem we consider consists of both identification and control. The 
impulsive control with known parameter was thoroughly investigated in Part I of 
the paper. Now the situation is more complicated. We estimate a and we choose 
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the optimal control with respect to our estimation. To obtain some satisfactory 
identification results we need extra assumptions: 
01) 
(D2) 
(D3) 
(D4) 
(D5) 
(D6) 
v xcE,TsI,aeA p:(r) = 1, P(X, Y, a)p(dyL 
(E, 8) is separable, metrizable topological space with Bore1 o-field 8, 
Vo-open /J (0) ’ 0, 
ifp(x,y,G)>Oforcl:EA,thenp(x,y,cz)>OforanyaEA, 
V a,u’tA j, P(x, Y, a’)& P(x, Y, a) -In P(x, Y, a’))‘/-&Y) for i = 1,2, is 
bounded, 
V &A&x, y, a> is x, y-continuous. 
Depending on the ergodic assumptions imposed on the controlled process we 
will consider several control-identification models. 
6. Adaptive finite time impulse control model 
6.a. Identification result 
We start with a finite time adaptive impulsive model. Suppose we estimate the 
unknown parameter cy” using the modified maximum likelihood estimator introduced 
by P.R. Kumar [3]. Namely the initial estimator go is an arbitrary element of A, 
and the next estimations are chosen at times of impulses ri, i E N, so as to maximize 
TX-1 
J(a)-~w s!. P(% x,+1, a) 
where 
J:A+(O,co), o:N+(O,oo), fi%o(t)tC’=O, l&o(t)=m. 
Let 6, denote the estimation process, the value of the last estimation, i.e. 
Ti-l 
&, = arg max J((Y)-‘(~) n p(u,, x,,, , a) and Gt = &,, if q s t < T~+~. 
the above by picking the maximizer which is higher in some priority We break ties in 
ordering. 
Assume E is 
continuous and 
the optimal strategy is V(T:, x,), where 
compact, the semigroups P” are Fellerian, f, c, d are bounded, 
(Al), (A2) is satisfied. Then using the Corollary 2.1, for each (Y, 
r* = D a c:, CT(s) = {x: WT(X, s, a) = c(x)} = Cm(s), 
S=O 
(42) 
(43) 
and w=(x,,O, a>+d(x,)=O. 
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Therefore, according to our estimation we will use the adaptive strategy V( TG, xg) 
defined in the following way. At time 7i our estimation is &,. So we immediately 
shift the controlled process X”’ to x~, and wait till X*O enters the coincidence 
family { C$(,), s s T}, i.e., till TV+, = pi k DC,&, 0 ~9~; Then we estimate again. We 
obtain &,+, , the controlled process is shifted to x;,~+, and the procedure is repeated. 
The following two questions arise: what kind of identification gives us the 
estimation procedure (42), and what is the relation between optimal control with 
known true parameter (Y’ and our adaptive control V( 7~) x;)? We will try to give 
an answer for these problems in the subsequent discussion. 
Define the set 
G, = {YE E, va>o P;:Uk,y,~,<DcJ’O~ (44) 
where K(y, 6) = {x: d(x, y) s 61, d is metric in E, and for BE 8, DB = 
inf{s 2 0: x, E B}. 
‘Theorem 6.1. Let (Dl)-( D6) be satisjed and the strategy V( ~8, x&) with the estimation 
procedure (42), defined above, be used. Then there exists Z c l2, P:(Z) = 0, such that 
if w E n\Z and 
z-1 
liy_sJp tC’ .Cox~._a*>O fora*EA (45) 
then 
p(x, Y, a*) = P(X, Y, a”) forx 6 GA Y E E. (46) 
Proof. We adopt the proof of Theorem 1 of [3]. Let l? be a countable dense set in 
E and S the family of open spheres with centers in E and rational radii. For 0 E S, 
(Y E A define the process 
(47) 
where 
h(x, a)= I P(X, Y, a”)(ln Ax, y, a) -1n Ax, y, aO))p(dy). (48) E 
From (D5), h(x, CK) is bounded and by Jensen’s inequality is nonpositive. Using the 
stability theorem of Lo&e [5, p. 531 we get 
j-1 
limj-’ izo (Yi(a, 0) - EJ[yi(a, 0) 1 F,,l) = 0 
j+m 
(49) 
for all a E A, 0 E S and w E 0\Z,, P,“(Z,) = 0. 
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From the nonpositivity of h we obtain 
(50) 
Therefore 
and, since Ti 2 i, 
Ti-1 
liyzp (7)-l sI+ XB,=~,~,~O h(u,, a) 
--Xdsza T-‘Ef{D, < I&} sup h(x, CY) s 0. 
XC0 
Denote 
k((Y)=P(% x,+1, Q)P(% x,+1, a”)-‘. 
Then 
E:K(a)] &I = h( %, @I ~Xu,Eo,e,=a~(%, a). 
Applying the stability theorem of Lobve [5, p. 531 once again we have 
1-l 
fi$ t-’ X0 (In l,(a) - Wu,, (~1) = 0 
for all (Y E A, 0 E S and w E a\.&, P,“(Z,) = 0. 
Thus for w E fl\Z,, 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
and adding (52) and (55) 
5-I 
limzp(~~))’ C (lnl,(~)-~XB,~aT~lP~~{Do<Dc~}suph(x,cr))~O (56) 
+ s=o XEO 
for all CI E A, 0 E S and w E fl\(Z, u Z,), P,“(Z, u Z,) = 0. From (45) there exists a 
subsequence j, such that 
lim CTjk)F1 C x~l,(~)=~* > 0 
k-m S=O 
(57) 
and c$~,,, = (Y* for every kg N. 
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Recalling the definition of the estimator (42), we get 
:k-’ 
and hence 
o(~j,)(~,)-‘(lnJ(cuo)-lnJ(~*))+(~,)-l C In I,((Y*) 20 (58) 
S=O 3 
yr-’ 
lip&f(Tjx)-l 1 lnI,(cu*)sO. 
+ s=o 
(59) 
Therefore by (56), for w E a\(& u Z,), 
‘ik -1 
liy &f (Tjk)-’ C x~,=~* TPIP${Do < DC,*} sup h(x, a*) 2 0 
--f s=o XEO 
and if (57) is satisfied, then using nonpositivity of h, 
P::*{D, < DC,*} sup h(x, (Y*) = 0. 
XC0 
(60) 
(61) 
So if xE G,*, from continuity of h ((D5) and (D6)) we obtain 
h(x, cy*)=O forxE G,*. (62) 
Since for any a E R, exp a 2 1 + a, with equality for a = 0, then substituting a = 
In(p(x, y, a*)p(x, y, cy’))‘) we have 
p(x, Y, a*)p(x, Y, a”)-’ - 1 -ln(p(x, Y, n*)p(x, Y, ~“)-‘) 30 (63) 
with the identity if p(x, y, a*) =p(x, y, LY’). 
Integrating the left side of the inequality (63) with respect to the measure 
p(x,y, a”)p(dy) we get 0, which implies that p(x,y, a*)=p(x,y, cz*) for all y, 
p(x, y, cy’)p(dy) almost surely. The use of y-continuity ofp(x, y, (u”) and assumption 
(D3) completes the proof of (46). 
The assertion of the previous theorem tells us that if (Y* is a frequent point (in 
the Cesaro sense) of our estimation procedure, then processes X”’ and X”* are in 
some sense similar. Later on we will compare the functionals of X”’ and X”*. 
Proposition 6.1. If a* safisjies (46), then under (Dl)-(D4), (D6) for x E G,*, 
P,“‘{Xi E Gz*, i < DC_,} = P,“*{x, E Gz*, i < DC,.} = 0. (64) 
Proof. First we will establish (64) for x =x,*. 
We easily see from the definition (44) that the set GZ is open. Therefore, there 
exists a sequence (Zi) E Gz* and 6(zj) > 0 such that 
~::*U&,,.%,,, <D,,}=O and Gz*=(Ij K(Ziy6(~,)). 
i=l 
Hence 
(65) 
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Suppose z E GL*\C,*( 1). Then there exists So such that for S < 6’, K(z, 8) n C,*( 1) = 
4 and K(z, 6) = G$. Thus using (65), 
s P$x, E G:., 1 < DC,.} = 0 for all 6 < 6’. (66) 
Since p(x,*, Y, (Y”) is Y-continuous and p is positive on open sets, then p(x,*, z, cz”) = 
0 which by (D4) implies 
PC%* 3 z,a*)=p(x,~,z,a”)=O. (67) 
Similarly if z E Gz*\C,*(2), then 
~ytE\C,rW PC%*, Y, a*)P(Y, z, a*) = P(&*, Y, LyO)P(Y, z, a”) = 0 (68) 
and generally for i = 1,2, . . . , T, if z E G&\C,*( i), then for y, E E\C,*(l), yZ~ 
E\C,*(2), . . . ,Yi_rEE\C,*(i-1) we have 
P(xa*9Yl, a*)P(Y1v YZ, a*) ’ * ’ P(Yi-13 5 a*) 
=P(xa*,Yl, ao)P(Yl,Y2, ao) ’ * * P(Yi-1, z3 ao)=O* (69) 
From (69) we easily obtain (64) for x =x,*. 
Suppose now that x E G,*. Then for 6 > 0, 
0 = P~:*{&,,,J + i < heaT XDK(x,a)+i E C*l 
= G~eIPZ~Kcx,aj(i < &_., Xi E G~*)xD~~~++D~~.~ 
Therefore from the definition of the set G, and continuity arguments (assumption 
(D6)) we obtain 
Pf( i < DC,, , xi E Gz.) = 0. (71) 
The analogous consideration to (66)-(69) leads to (64). This completes the proof 
of the proposition. 
Proposition 6.1, together with Theorem 6.1, gives the following corollary. 
Corollary 6.1 
I 
Dc=.-l 
A;**= E;:. C 
i=O 
f(xi) + C(xD,_.) + d(x,*) (ECI*DC~*)-’ 
= E;:. 
I 
DC,*-’ 
1 
i=O 
f(xi)+C(XD==_)+d(X,*) (EZ~.DC~*)-’ 
> 
(72) 
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and, for x E G,*, 
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I 
7-l 
w,(x, t, a*)=T&TcrE,“* C (f(Xi)-A*T)+c(xT) 
i=o 
%a*-l 
= E,“* C (f(xi)-h?)+c(xD,a, 
i=O 
DC/-1 
= E,“’ C (f(xi)-A*7)+C(XDcU* 
i=o 
6.b. Main theorem 
(73) 
Let us first recall Theorem 2 of [3]. 
Theorem 6.2. There exists a set 2’~ a, P,“(T) = 0, such that zfw E 0\Z’ and a* is 
any limit point of G*(w), then 
J(a*)SJ(aO). (74) 
Proof. We easily see that flfz: I,(a)‘is a positive, F,-martingale. Thus there exists 
a finite limit nr=“=, IS(~), P,” a.e., for every LY. The inequality J((Y)>J((Y’) implies 
J(a") 
[ 1 
40 1-l 
J(a) 
n k(Q)+0 as t+m 
s=, 
and cr cannot be a limit of modified maximum likelihood estimates P,” almost surely. 
Before formulating the main result we will impose an extra assumption: 
(D7) J(a) = m(h”,) where m is a positive strictly monotone increasing function. 
Theorem 6.3. Let 
(75) @ = {cx E A: J$( V(D,-,, x,)) = A;‘} (75) 
be the set of parameters a E A such that optimal impulsive control V( DC;, x,) of 
process X” is also optimalfor the realprocess X”‘. Then under (Dl)-(D7), (Al), (A2) 
1-l 
!i+z tC’ .so xhrEe = 1 P,” a.s. (76) 
Moreover, 
fi% t-‘g,( V(T8, x,-)) = A$ P,” a.s. (77) 
Remark 6.1. The limit result (35) means that almost surely in Cesaro mean we use 
the optimal strategy for the process X”‘. Therefore one can expect to obtain the 
most important result from the point of view of applications, the convergence (77). 
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Proof. Let o E Q\(Z u Z’), where 2 and 2’ are given by Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 
respectively. Then P,“(Z u 2’) = 0 and if 
limyzp t-’ E, x~,(~)=,*> 0 for a* E A, 
by Corollary 6.1 and the proof of Theorem 2.1 we have 
J,*O( V( D c!$*, x,*)) = ha; 2 A$ (78) 
which implies J( a”) s J(cx*) by (D7). Comparing the last inequality with (74) we 
finally obtain hF* = A$. Hence 
Consequently, for w E a\(2 u 2’) 
and (76) is established. 
But we are able to say even more. If (Y* satisfies (45) then (73), the identity 
h;*=h;O, (64) and (46) imply that for x E G,*, 
W,(X, r, a*) = W&X, t, a”). (81) 
Therefore D,, is an optimal stopping time from the definition of wr(x, t, cz”) and 
x,* satisfies wT(x,*, 0, a’)+ d(x,*) = 0. 
Knowing this fact we can come back to the last part of the proof of Theorem 2.1 
to show (77). Indeed, by (ll)-(14), 
f-l 
s;(v) = c xo;,~A' [(p-l)wT(Yi, zi9 (yo)+f(Yi)-~‘;Pl 
i=O 
- wT(x~,~ 7i - Ti-l)l+ wT(xv 09 ao) + Mt 
f-l 
+ 1 XcGdA”[(P-I)WT(yi, 4, ao)+f(Yi)-h?ol 
i=O 
+fx B,~~A~X~,S~[WT(&~ 0, (~“)+~(~~)+C(X,,)-WT(X,~, Ti-Ti-l)I- (82) 
i=l 
Then 
lililt-‘S:(V(T&X&))=0 (83) 
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since the first two terms are 0, by (81), (15) and the definition of strategy V(T&, xe). 
Moreover, wr( *, . , a”) is bounded, t-‘M, + 0 and from the definition of A0 the last 
two terms converge to 0. The proof of Theorem 6.3 is thus complete. 
7. Remarks and theorems on general models 
In the finite time adaptive model described above, the assumptions (Al) and (A2) 
played the decisive role. Under these the estimation could be made at the times of 
impulses, which appeared in every T units of time and the optimal shifts depended 
on the value of estimation only. In this section we want to extend, under suitable 
assumptions, the previous results to the more general models of Sections 3 and 4. 
Depending on the time of estimation we will consider two cases. 
7.a. Estimation at the time of impulse 
We are in a situation very similar to that of Section 6. Let us consider the model 
of Section 3. Then there are two difficulties in adaptation of the method of the 
previous section. To use the stability theorem (49) we need to have a bounded 
second moment of the time between impulses, and sometimes the optimal control 
adapted to our estimation suggests “do nothing” which is bad since it does not lead 
to any kind of consistency. 
To have optimal strategies for the problem with known parameter we assume: 
(El) E is compact, for (Y E A the semigroups P” are FellerianA c, d are bounded, 
continuous. 
To avoid the difficulties mentioned above we moreover require 
(E2) v acAi#(f)>ha, i=l,2,... , s, where iv0 and A” are the analogs of ir 
and A from Section 3 for the process X” and 
(E3) v/as~ Ef(D,J*<co. 
Remark 7.1. One can easily show that under (D4), the number of elements of the 
maximal sequence of disjoint minimal invariant sets does not depend on (Y. 
Let us denote by V( T&, x&) the adaptive strategy defined as in 6.a. That is, we 
estimate at times of impulses according to (42). If at 7i our etimation is G,,, then 
we shift the process to xg, and wait till ri+r = 7i + DC;7 0 0, i.e. till X”‘enters Cz,. 
Then the unknown parameter is estimated again and the process is shifted. ’ 
Theorem 7.1. Suppose (A2), (Bl), (Dl)-(D7), (El)-(E3) are satisfied. Let 
~={a~A:J,“~(v(D~~,x,))=h*~}. 
Then for the adaptive strategy V(T, , xa) we obtain 
1-l 
!ii~ t-’ .zo x&SE0 = 1 PJ a.s. 
(84) 
(85) 
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Moreover 
fi2 t-‘g,( V(7&, x~)) = A*’ P,” U.S. (86) 
The proof is omitted since it repeats all the considerations of point 6. 
7.b. Fixed time estimation 
Assume now, that the real property y$( \i,) which is controlled using the strategy 
cm (optimal for the process Xa) satisfies 
Above we assume tacitly that there exists an optimal strategy for any (Y E A (see 
Sections 3 and 4 for suitable assumptions). 
Under (E4) the controlled process ypO has only one ergodic class (proof of 
Theorem 5 [3]), and we can completely adapt the results of [3]. Namely we estimate 
the unknown parameter at deterministic times t = 0, K, 2K,. . . , iK, . . . according 
to biased maximum likelihood estimation (l), i.e. 
iK-1 A 
cqK = arg max J( a)-OciK) JJO P(% %+I> a). (87) 
The real process X”’ is controlled in the time interval [ iK, (i+ l)K[ using the 
optimal control QS,~ for our estimation L&. 
We can formulate the main result in the following way: 
Theorem 7.2. Let (Dl)-(D7), (E4) be satisjied. Suppose moreover that either (A2), 
(Bl) or (Cl) (or (C2)), (C3), (C4) hold. DeJine 
@={a~A:J$(~~k)=h~~}. (88) 
Then for optimal adaptive control 9 we obtain 
1-l 
!\il t-‘s;oX&,@,= 1 P3 as. 
and 
lim tC’g,( 9) = A 01’ P’ as. 
tern 
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